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1. INTRODUCTION
The main goal of a regression analysis is to provide information on how the condi-
tional distribution yjx of a response variable y varies as the values of an explanatory
variable of dimension p; x =( x1;:::;x p); change. We assume that
y = F(x1;:::;x p)+"; (1)
1where " is a random error, with mean equal to zero, independent of x.I n o r d e r t o
analyse this conditional distribution, some moments are studied, such as
E(yjx)= F(x1;:::;x p); (2)
which is the regression curve and
var(yjx)=v a r ( "); (3)
which is the conditional variance.
Di¤erent methods are used in order to study the regression curve. These can be
classi…ed into parametric and nonparametric ones. The assumption of a parametric
model implies certain knowledge about the functional relationship between the vari-
ables y and x; but this assumption is not always possible. If a parametric model
cannot be assumed, nonparametric techniques are an alternative solution. But the
main disadvantage when applying them is the curse of dimensionality, as the number
of required observations quickly increases as the dimension of x does.
To avoid this problem, we can try to reduce the dimension to get all the available
information from the data through a projection of them onto a subspace of a lower
dimension in which the application of nonparametric techniques is more e¤ective





kx) where k · p; without loss of information on the conditional distribution
yjx. Firstly, we have to estimate the projection directions and, secondly, we have to
quantify, somehow, how many of them are important to project the data in such a
way that they provide all the available information on the conditional distribution.
To carry out the dimensionality reduction, a new dimension procedure is proposed
based on Li’s approach and using nonparametric techniques.
This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the issue of dimension analysis in a
regression problem is presented and the dimension reduction model of Li is introduced.
2In section 3, a review of previous dimension tests is given. Finally, section 4 is devoted
to a proposal for a new dimension analysis procedure.
2. DIMENSION IN THE CONTEXT OF A REGRESSION PROBLEM
Depending on the available information from the data, the estimation of the regres-
sion curve can be carried out using either parametric or nonparametric techniques.
If the dimension of x is high, both approaches present the following shortcomings.
² In a parametric context, it is di¢cult to …nd the relationship between y and x.
² Nonparametric methods can fail because of the dispersion of the data.
Therefore, before applying any method, it is useful to reduce the dimension in order
to obtain better results when applying this kind of techniques. This dimension reduc-
tion can be carried out through the projection of the variables, namely, replacing x




kx),w h e r ek · p: The dimension of the
subspace where x is projected, without loss of information on the distribution yjx,i s
the structural dimension of the regression problem (Cook, 1994, 1998). Although in
most regression problems k is low, the constant k is an unknown parameter. There-
fore, di¤erent methods have been developed to carry out inference on the number of
linear components.
In this section, after having analysed the dimension problem, models in dimension
one and two are studied from both, a parametric and a nonparametric approach,
which will lead to Li’s model of dimension reduction.
32.1 Models in dimension one
Suppose a set of n observations (yi;x0
i);i=1 ;:::;n: The relationship between y
and x c a nb ew r i t t e ni nt h ef o r m
yi = F(x1i;:::;x pi)+"i;i =1 ;:::;n; (4)
where F is an unknown function and "i is a random error, independent of x0
i: The
parametric approach is based on the assumption that the curve, F; has a speci…c and
known functional form, determined by a …nite set of parameters. For instance, linear
models assume that this relationship is
yi = ¯0 + ¯1x1i + :::+ ¯pxpi + "i; i =1 ;:::;n (5)
where the errors are supposed to verify the usual assumptions: zero mean, constant
variance, ¾2; they are independent and follow a normal distribution. From a dimen-
sional approach, this is an example of structural dimension equal to one, as
yjx =¯0 + ¯
0x + ": (6)
In this case, x can be replaced with ¯





Generalized linear models (GLM) are an extension of the previous ones. In GLM
y =© ( ¯
0x)+"; (8)
where the distribution of the random component y belongs to the exponential family
and © is any monotonous di¤erentiable function. The structural dimension is also
one.
4A more general model with structural dimension equal to one is
yjx =F(¯
0x)+¾" (9)
where F is either a known or unknown function, ¾ is a constant and " is an error,
which is a random variable with mean zero and variance equal to one. For this model,
the regression function is
E(yjx)= F(¯
0x); (10)
and the conditional variance is constant var(yjx)= ¾2var(")=¾2: In this case, if F is
an arbitrary function without a known analytic expression, the plot of y against the
projection ¯
0x, is a su¢cient summary plot for the regression problem (see Cook and
Weisberg, 1994, 1999ab). This plot is useful to …nd the relationship between both
variables or even to estimate F nonparametrically. The linear regression model is a
particular case of this one, where the function F is linear F(¯
0x)= ¯0 + ¯
0x.
Although in most regression problems the distribution yjx depends on x through
the mean E(yjx); i tc a na l s od e p e n do no t h e rm o m e n t so ft h ed i s t r i b u t i o n .T h e r e b y ,




where both, the regression function and the variance, depend on the same linear
combination, ¯
0x: If the model has this form, a plot of y vs. ¯
0x is a su¢cient
summary plot, which contains all the available information on yjx:
Examples of models in dimension one are the following ones.
y =( x1 + x2)
2 + ¾"
y =e x p ( x1 +2 x2)+¾": (12)
As previously mentioned, another alternative to parametric models is to estimate
the function F with nonparametric techniques, without assuming any functional form
5on F or any distribution on the errors. This allows more ‡exibility when studying the
relationship between y and x. One of the main ideas of these methods is smoothing,
based on nonparametric estimation of densities, in which the bandwidth, h,t o g e t h e r
with a kernel function, play an important role. An important problem of these tech-
niques is the curse of dimensionality, as the number of observations required for
applying them increases with the dimension of x (Scott, 1992) and there are neigh-
bourhoods with few observations or even empty. Then, it is useful to reduce the
dimension …rst.
If the structural dimension is equal to one, Brillinger (1983) proved that, if the
distribution of x is normal, then, the estimate b ¯ obtained by applying OLS is a
strongly consistent estimate of the projection direction ¯: Therefore, we only have to
estimate ¯ using ordinary least squares obtaining the estimate b ¯: After that, we have
to project x onto that direction, b ¯
0
x,a n dt h ep l o to fy against b ¯
0
x is a su¢cient sum-
mary plot for the regression problem. This could be useful to estimate the function
F: Li and Duan (1989) extend the previous result for the case in which E(b0xj¯
0x)
can be written as a linear function of ¯
0x for any b.
2.1.1 Example of illustration
We analyse an example taken from Cook and Weisberg (1994, cap. 8) in which
there are n = 111 observations on air quality readings in the New York City area in
1973. The response variable is Ozone, which is the ozone concentration in parts per
billion. Three predictors are considered: SolR, the solar radiation in Langleys; Wind,
the wind speed in miles per hour; and Temp, the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.
The scatterplot matrix is shown in …gure 1.
The plots {SolR, Temp} and {SolR, Wind} indicate that the regression functions
E(TempjSolR) and E(WindjSolR) are not monotonous. If we examine these plots
more carefully, both of them suggest some curvature, although not very large relative
6Ozone
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Fig. 1. Scatterplot matrix for the air quality data.
to the variability in the data. In this example, the structural dimension is k =1 :




Due to the consistency of OLS, previously mentioned, for estimating the direction
¯1; for models whose structural dimension is one, the OLS estimate is a strongly
consistent estimate for this direction. Consequently, a plot of y against b ¯
0
1x,w h i c h
is b y, is enough to provide all the available information on the distribution yjx.W e
present this plot in …gure 2.


















































































































Fig. 2. Plot of y against b ¯
0
1x:
Therefore, in a parametric context a plausible model is
logOzone = ¯0 + ¯1SolR+ ¯2Wind+ ¯3Temp+ ":
A nonparametric estimation is another alternative. This is simpler now with this
dimension reduction, since it is a one-dimensional problem.
2.2 Models in dimension two




8where E(")=0and var(")=1 : In this case, the linear combination ¯
0x is related to





in which the regression function E(yjx)= F(¯
0x;®0x) depends on two linear combi-
nations, ¯
0x and ®0x, and the variance is constant.
We can consider the following examples.
y = x1(x1 + x2 +1 )+¾"
y =
x1
1+( x2 +2 ) 2 + ¾": (16)
In both cases, the projection directions are the ones corresponding to the vectors







2x+1) + ¾" (17)








2 + ¾": (18)
2.3 Dimension reduction model of Li
Due to the curse of dimensionality of nonparametric methods, Li (1991) proposes
the method of sliced inverse regression (SIR) to avoid this problem by reducing the






where F : Rk+1 ! R is an arbitrary function, ¯i;i=1 ;:::;kare linearly independent
column vectors of order p £ 1 and " is a random error, independent of x:
Under model (19), the projection of the explanatory variable x onto the k-dimensional




kx)0; provides all the available informa-
tion on yjx: When k is low, the goal of dimension reduction is achieved and we can
9apply other techniques, more e¢cient in low dimensions, or we can even visualize the
projected data and apply graphical techniques (Cleveland, 1987).




where B =( ¯1;:::;¯k): Therefore, the conditional distribution yjx depends on




kx)0. If we de…ne C(B)=
Span(¯1;:::;¯k); unless certain conditions on the function F are imposed, we can
compute the e¤ective dimension reduction (e.d.r.) space (Li, 1991), but the vectors





where A is a matrix of order p £ k whose columns span the space C(B):
First of all, in order to reduce the dimension, we have to estimate the projection
directions. Li’s method is based on inverse regression, in which the roles of y and x
are interchanged. Thus, the dimension problem is avoided, because each component
of x is regressed on y. Consequently, the problem of estimating a p-dimensional curve
is transformed into the problem of estimating p curves in dimension one. When y
changes, E(xjy)¡E(x) describes a curve in Rp, the inverse regression curve. But, un-
der model (19), this curve is contained in a k-dimensional subspace of Rp determined
by the directions ¯i;i=1 ;:::;k;as long as the distribution of x satis…es condition












where ci;i =1 ;:::;kare constants.
Li proposed the SIR algorithm to estimate the projection directions. It is based on
estimating the inverse regression curve E(xjy) by dividing the range of y into slices
and computing the mean within each slice. Figure 3 shows this idea.

















The estimate proposed by Li is based on approximating the inverse regression curve
E(xjy) with a step function, whose value for each slice is the mean of it, namely,
if y 2 Ih;E (xjy) ' E(xjy 2 Ih):
T h es l i c e sc a nb ec h o s e nt oh a v et h es a m el e n g t ho ra na p p r o x i m a t en u m b e ro f
observations in each one. Li proves in theorem 3.1 that under model (19), the stan-
dardized inverse regression curve E(zjy); with z =§¡1=2(x ¡ ¹) i sc o n t a i n e di nt h e
subspace C(§1=2B)=C(´1;:::;´k); where ´i =§ 1=2¯i;i=1 ;:::;k are the eigen-
vectors of the matrix V [E(zjy)] corresponding to the k largest eigenvalues.
An important consequence of this result is that the matrix V [E(zjy)] is degenerate
in any direction orthogonal to ´i;i=1 ;:::;k:Consequently, it is enough to compute
the rank of the matrix V [E(zjy)] in order to compute the dimension of the projection
subspace.
11The algorithm is the following (Li, 1991, p. 319).
1. Standardize x, zi = S¡1=2(xi¡x), i =1 ;:::;n;where S i st h es a m p l ec o v a r i a n c e
matrix and x is the sample mean vector.
2. Divide the range of y into H slices I1;:::;I H and compute the sample mean of
each one b mh = 1
nb ph
P




±h(yi) and ±h(yi) takes the values
0o r1d e p e n d i n go nw h e t h e ryi belongs to Ih or not.
3. Compute the weighted covariance matrix b Vn =
H P
h=1
b phb mhb m0
h which is the es-
timate for the covariance matrix V [E(zjy)] and compute the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of b Vn. These eigenvectors b ´1;:::;b ´p of b Vn corresponding to the
eigenvalues b ¸1 ¸ b ¸2 ¸¢ ¢ ¢¸b ¸p, are the estimates of the directions ´i; and,
therefore, b ¯i = S¡1=2b ´i;i =1 ;:::;p.
When the projection of E(zjy) onto the subspace which is orthogonal to the e.d.r.
subspace is small, then, the directions computed with this algorithm are close to the
standardized directions ´1;:::;´k:
In principle, condition (22) seems to impose some kind of restriction on the distri-
bution of x: However, Hall and Li (1993) proved, from a previous result by Diaconis
and Freedman (1984), that, in general, this condition is veri…ed when the dimension
of x is high. Notice that elliptically symmetric distributions satisfy this condition,
but there are distributions which verify this condition and they are not elliptically
symmetric.
A disadvantage of SIR is its inability to diagnose symmetric dependence, as dis-
c u s s e db yL ii nr e m a r k4 . 5 .F o re x a m p l e ,i fy = F(¯
0x)+"; where x and F are both
symmetric about the origin, then, since (y;x0)
D =( y;¡x0); the inverse regression curve
E(xjy)=0 ; and it is contained in a trivial subspace of C(B): As an alternative, other
techniques based on conditional higher order moments xjy have been developed. One
12of these methods is SAVE =
P
h[Ip ¡ var(zjy 2 Ih)]
2 (Sliced Average Variance Esti-
mate) proposed by Cook and Weisberg and the ones based on cov(xjy) and on (pHd)
“principal Hessian directions” proposed by Li (1992), too, which do not present this
problem.
3. DIMENSION TESTS
The air quaility data example taken from Cook and Weisberg (1994) motivates the
need to build a dimension test. The …rst test in the literature is the one proposed
by Li (1991), who assumes normality on the distribution of x: Afterwards, di¤erent
dimension tests have been developed, such as the ones by Schott (1994), Velilla (1998),
among others. The quality of the estimation of the SIR method is studied by Ferré
(1998).
Firstly, Li’s test is studied and it is applied to the ozone data. Next, other criteria
o nt h ec h o i c eo ft h es l i c e sa r ec o n s i d e r e da n dt h ea s y m p t o t i cr e s u l t sw h i c ha l l o wt h e
construction of new tests are studied.
3.1 Li’s test






has an asymptotic distribution Â2
(p¡k)(H¡k¡1): The test to estimate the dimension is
H
k
0 :r a n k ( V )=k
H
k
1 :r a n k ( V ) ¸ k +1 :
Using the previous example taken from Cook and Weisberg, we apply SIR with 19
slices and we use Li’s test. The p-values for the dimension test are the following ones.
13Number of components Statistic D.F. p-value
0 117.4 54 0.000
1 34.0 34 0.470
2 15.4 16 0.495
The above table suggests a one-dimensional structure. However, if we apply the
method with 28 slices, the results are
Number of components Statistic D.F. p-value
0 147.60 72 0.000
1 63.81 46 0.042
2 29.20 22 0.139
This table suggests a two-dimensional structure. In addition, all the p-values have
considerably increased.
One of the main problems of this test is the assumption of normality on the dis-
tribution of x: On the other hand, the choice of the slices can also a¤ect the results.
See Cook and Weisberg (1994) and Velilla (1998) for more details on this example.
3.2 Schott’s test
Schott (1994) does not impose normality on the distribution of x. He develops
another dimension test, assuming only elliptical symmetry on the distribution of x.
He supposes that the number of slices is …xed and they are chosen to have the same
or almost the same number of observations.
3.3 A general method
Another approach to the choice of slices with the same length is to …x the number
of observations per slice, c: The data are ordered (y(i);x0
(i));i=1 ;:::;naccording to
14the increasing values of the response variable and the slices have the same number,
c ¸ 2; of observations. In this case, the last slice may have a di¤erent number of
observations, n ¡ c[n=c]; where [:] stands for integer part.
From the ANOVA identity
V (x)=E[V (xjy)] + V [E(xjy)] (23)
we can use either the matrix ¤=E[V (xjy)] or the matrix V [E(xjy)]: An estimate of
¤ is b ¤n =
H P
h=1




[x(h;j) ¡ b ¹(h)][x(h;j) ¡ b ¹(h)]0
and b ¹(h) is the sample mean of the observations in the hth slice. Assuming certain
regularity conditions on the moments of x, on the inverse regression curve E(xjy)
and on V (y)=V (ujy); where u = x¡E(xjy); Zhu and Ng (1995) prove, in theorem
1, the following asymptotic result about the converge of b ¤n
n
1=2(b ¤n ¡ ¤)
D ! W; (24)
where W is a random matrix which is symmetric and of order p £ p; and vec(W) »
Np2(0;¡); where ¡ =V [vec(uu0)]+ 2
c¡1E[vec(V (y))vec(V (y))0] and vec is the operator
de…ned by
vec(A)=( a11;:::;a p1ja12;:::;a p2j:::ja1p;:::;a pp)
0 ,( 2 5 )
where A =( aij) is any matrix of order p £ p. This convergence extends a previous
result by Hsing and Carroll (1992) who had previously proved (24) for c =2 .F r o m
(24), another dimension test can be established assuming only condition (22).
Theorem 1 (Velilla, 1998) Under the same regularity conditions of theorem 1 in










k is a positive constant and b ®1 ¸¢¢¢¸b ®p are the eigenvalues of the matrix
Ip ¡ S¡1=2b ¤nS¡1=2,w h e r eIp is the identity matrix of order p.
15This theorem provides another dimension test. Starting with k =0 ; the null
hypothesis Hk :r a n k ( V )=k is rejected for large values of the statistic
Gk = Sk=b ¾k; (26)
where b ¾k is an estimate of ¾k and the p-values are computed with respect to N(0;1):
The test is sequential. If Hk is rejected, k is increased by one unit and the course of
action continues until we …nd an integer value K; such that the statistic Gk is not
signi…cant. Then, the dimension is estimated to be at least K:
In Li’s test, the degrees of freedom of the Â2 distribution depend on the number of
slices and the convergence rate is of order n; whereas the order of convergence of this
test is n1=2: Notice that the estimate of the matrix V [E(zjy)] in Li’s test, has …xed
slices, and the number of observations per slice is a random variable. Therefore, he
estimates the probability ph = P[y 2 Ih] with b ph = nh=n; where nh is the number of
observations in the hth slice. However, in this case, there is a …xed number of obser-
vations, c, per slice. As the choice of slices is di¤erent, the asymptotic distributions
of the statistics are of di¤erent nature.
4. AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH
Consider a regression problem of the form (19), where y is a scalar response variable,
B =( ¯1;:::;¯k) is the matrix p £ k of directions whose rank is k, " is a random
error, independent of the regressors x =( x1;:::;x p)0 2 Rp,a n dF : Rk+1 ! R is an
arbitrary function. Let ¹ = E(x) and § =V a r ( x) be the …rst two moments of x.
The matrix § is assumed to be positive de…nite and we de…ne z = §¡1=2(x¡¹).A s
we have previously mentioned, under certain regularity conditions on the distribution
of x, Li (1991, Th. 3.1, p. 349) proves that the inverse regression curve
E(zjy)=§
¡1=2E(x ¡ ¹jy) (27)
16is contained in the linear space C(§1=2B)=C(´1;:::;´k); spanned by the normalized
columns, ´j = §1=2¯j; of the matrix B. As a consequence of Li’s theorem, the matrix
V =V a r [ E(zjy)] is degenerate in any direction orthogonal to ´i;i=1 ;:::;k, and,
therefore, the rank of V is a lower bound for the dimension of C(B):
In this section, a new testing procedure for the rank of the matrix U =V a r [ E(xjy)]
is proposed that is based on nonparametric regression techniques. In order to develop
this new method, a result by Zhu and Fang (1996) is very useful. They prove the
asymptotic normality of an estimator of the variance matrix of the curve E(xjy)
based on Nadaraya-Watson estimates.
4.1 Preliminary results
Let (yj;xj)0;j=1 ;:::;n;be i.i.d. observations from a model of the form (19) and
let f(y) be the density function of the response variable y: Since
U =V a r [ E(xjy)] = Var[E(x ¡ ¹jy)] = E[E(x ¡ ¹jy)E(x ¡ ¹jy)
0] ; (28)
a …rst approach to build an estimate of the matrix U is to consider an average of the
form
Pn
j=1 b R(yj)b R(yj)0=n,w h e r eb R(yj) is a nonparametric estimate of the inverse
regression curve E(x ¡ ¹jy) computed from the data (yj;xj)0: Speci…cally, Zhu and



























j=1 xj=n i st h es a m p l em e a n ,K(:) is a kernel function and h>0 is a bandwidth












Notice that b Rb(y) in (30) is a version of the Nadaraya-Watson nonparametric regres-
sion estimate, conveniently modi…ed in order to avoid technical di¢culties due to
small values in the denominator (see, for instance, Härdle, 1990, p. 25).
The following regularity conditions are required.
(C.1) E(x4
j) < 1 for j =1 ;:::;p,w h e r ex =( x1;:::;x p)0.
(C.2) The functions gj(y)=E(xj jy)f(y), j =1 ;:::;p,a n df(y) are 3-times di¤er-
entiable and their third derivatives satisfy the following condition: there exists a
neighbourhood of the origin, U, and a constant c>0 such that, for any u 2 U,
¯
¯f
(3)(y + u) ¡ f
(3)(y)
¯










¯ · cjuj ;j =1 ;:::;p:
(C.3) For each pair 1 · i;j · p and for any u 2 U,
jE(xi jy + u)E(xj jy + u) ¡ E(xijy)E(xj jy)j·cjuj :
(C.4) The kernel function K(:) is continuous and veri…es:
a) The support of K(:) is the interval [¡1,1].





¡1 tiK(t)dt =0 , i =1 , 3.
18(C.5) As n !1 ,t h e nh = O(n¡c1) and b = O(n¡c2),w h e r ec1 and c2 are positive
constants that satisfy 1=8+c2=4 <c 1 < 1=4 ¡ c2.
(C.6) For each pair 1 · i;j · p,
p
nE[E(xi jy)E(xj jy)IA(y)] = o(1) ;
as n !1 ,w h e r eIA(:) is the indicator function of the set A = fy : f(y) · bg.








E(x ¡ ¹jy)(x ¡ ¹)
0 ; (33)
and the constant matrix of order p2 £ p2
¡ =V a r[ v e c ( W)].( 3 4 )
Theorem 2 (Zhu and Fang, 1996) Under conditions (C.1) to (C.6), we have, as
n !1 ,
p
n(b U ¡ U)
D ! M (35)
where M is a symmetric random matrix of order p £ p and
vec(M) » Np2(0;¡):, (36)
where ¡ is as in (34).
4.2 A new proposal for dimension analysis
The matrices b U in (29) are always nonnegative de…nite and, as a consequence,
the convergence (35) cannot be directly used to develop a procedure for dimension
analysis. If rk(U)=K · k,l e t
¸1 >¸ 2 > ¢¢¢>¸ K > 0=¸K+1 = ¢¢¢= ¸p ; (37)
19be the ordered eigenvalues of U where, for convenience, the nonzero eigenvalues are
assumed to be simple. Let
C =( °1;:::;°Kj°K+1;:::;°p)=( C1jC2) (38)
be the orthogonal matrix of the corresponding eigenvectors, where C1 is of order p£K
and C2 is of order p£(p¡K): If the eigenvalues of b U are denoted by ¸1(b U) ¸ ¸2(b U) ¸
















P ! 0(p¡K)£1 : (39)
Consequently, according to (39), the sequence
p
n¸j(b U) has, for j = K +1;:::;p,a n
asymptotic distribution which is degenerate in 0. Again, from theorem 3.1 of Eaton
and Tyler (1991, p. 264),
p
n[¸j(b U) ¡ ¸j]
D ! °
0
jM°j , j =1 ;:::;K ; (40)
where M is as in (35). Therefore, according to (40) and for j =1 ;:::;K, the asymp-
totic distribution of ¸j(b U) depends on ¸j and °j which are unknown parameters.
As the goal is to detect how many eigenvalues of U are di¤erent from zero, a
possible solution for building a procedure for dimension analysis is to develop a re-
sampling technique of eigenvalues using the convergence (35). Additional details and
comparison with the methodology of section 3.1 are under investigation.
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